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C L I F F O R D - L I T T L E W O O D - E C K M A N N 
G R O U P S A S O R T H O G O N A L G R O U P S 
O F F O R M S O F H I G H E R D E G R E E 
A N D R Z E J S Ł A D E K A N D A D A M W E S O Ł O W S K I 
Abstract. Forms of degree higher than 2 behave in a quite different way 
than quadratic forms. Jordan [J] proved finiteness of orthogonal groups of 
nonsingular forms of degree ^ 3, whereas it is known that quadratic forms, 
even if nonsingular, provide us mainly with infinite orthogonal groups. In 
this paper we describe the orthogonal groups of separable forms of degree 
at least 3 and for any Clifford-Littlewood-Eckmann group G we construct a 
form over the rational number field Q with the orthogonal group isomorphic 
to G. 
In t roduct ion 
Throughout the paper let d be a natural number at least 3 and i f be a 
field of characteristic 0 or greater than d. A pair (F, ff) is called a d-linear 
space of dimension n over K if V is a vector K—space of dimension n and 
6 is a symmetric d—linear form on V. In the category of d—linear spaces 
one can consider two natural operations: an orthogonal sum _L and tensor 
product <g>. It turns out that any non-degenerate d-linear space can be 
uniquely decomposed into an orthogonal sum of indecomposable spaces (see 
[H, Prop. 2.3], [P, T h . 6.3, Cor. 6.4]). 
A K -linear isomorphism <p : V -> V is called an isomorphism of d-linear 
spaces (V, 9) and (V, O') i f for any u i , . . . , Vd € V we have 
0{v1,...1vi) = e'{^{v1),...^{vd)). 
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If (V, 9) — (V',61) then an isomorphism is called an isometry of (V, 9). 
Isometries of (V, 9) form a group which we denote by A u t # ( V , 9). Unique 
decomposition of non-degenerate d-linear spaces into indecomposable ones 
allows us to describe the structure of Au t# (V , 0) with the help of the or­
thogonal groups of the indecomposable summands of (V, 9). To explain it in 
more detail let us assume that (V, 9) has the following decomposition 
( ( V M A i ) - L . - - L (^ i.n, A n J U . . . - L ((V M ,tfM) ± . . . 1 ( V M „ * M J ) , 
where the spaces {Vij,9ij) and {VriS,9riS) are isomorphic if i = r and not 
isomorphic otherwise. 
T H E O R E M ([P, T H . 6 . 7 ] , [ W l , T w . 2 . 2 . 1 A N D T W . 2 . 2 . 2 ] ) . If(V,9) has 
the decomposition into indecomposable summands as above, then 
k 
A u t K ( y , 0 ) S ^ ( A u t K ^ , ! , <?;,!)"• X s{m)), 
i=l 
where x stands for the semidirect product with the following action of 
the symmetric group S(ra;) on the group Autjf(Vj ji,^,- )i))ni: 
According to the above Theorem the description of Aut^CV, 9) is com­
plete if the orthogonal groups of the indecomposable summands of (V, 9) 
are known. One of the significant difference between quadratic and higher 
degree forms is the following result of Jordan [J]. 
T H E O R E M . / / (V, 9) is a non-singular d— linear space, then the ortho­
gonal group A u t ^ C ^ , 9) is finite. 
In fact Jordan's Theorem is usually stated for K being algebraically clo­
sed, but using the standard scalar extension procedure it can be easily de­
rived for any field of characteristic 0 or greater than d. Jordan's Theorem 
suggests the following question (stated explicitly by Suzuki [Su]): Which 
finite groups can be represented as Au t# (V , 9) for suitable (V, 9)? 
Let us slightly reformulate the above question. 
Q U E S T I O N . Let 1Z be a family of d—linear spaces over the field K. 
Which finite groups can be represented as A u t x ( V r , 9) for suitable 
(V,9)eK? 
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In the paper we answer our Question for Clifford-Littlewood-Eckmann 
groups (described below) and the family of separable <i-linear spaces (de­
scribed in the next section) over the rationals. 
For any pair of non-negative integers s and t, let G S i t denote the group 
denned with the help of generators e, dX, ... , as, h,... , bt and relations: 
f (1) e
2 = 1, 
(2) a\ = e ,s, 
(3) b) = 1 j = l,... ,t, 
(4) afij = ebjdi 7 = 1 , . . . ,s, j = l,...,t 
(5) d{di = Sdidi i,l=l,. • ,s, 
(6) bmbj= ebjbm 3, m = l, ... ,t, 
1(7) ebj = bj£ 3 = 1,... ,t. 
Groups G S ) t form an important family of 2-groups. Lam and Smith [LS] 
offer the reader a very interesting historical survey (in which they propose 
to call these groups Clifford-Littlewood-Eckmann groups, abbreviated as 
CLE-groups ) as well as a complete description of the algebraic structure 
of G S i t . The most basic groups among the G S i t ' s are: 
Z2 = Go,o (the cyclic group of two element) 
C := G i t o (the cyclic group of order 4) 
K := G 0 , i (the Klein 4-group) 
Q := G 2 l o (the quaternion group of order 8) 
D := Go,2 (the dihedral group of order 8) 
In the family of CLE-groups one can define a product x in the following 
way: 
G x H:=(GxH)/(eG,£„). 
In the sequel we shall write GH for G xH and Gk for G...G with k 
factors. Lam and Smith proved that all the CLE-groups can be built from 
the groups C , K , Q and D . 
D E C O M P O S I T I O N T H E O R E M ([LS, T H . 2.10]). If G is a CLE-group 
different from G 0 , o , then G is isomorphic to exactly one of the following 
products: 
D \ D ' Q , - D * K , D ^ K or D * C for some i > 0. 
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A n additional aim we want to get in the paper is to emphasise the beauty 
and usefulness of the Decomposition Theorem for CLE-groups. 
1. Separable d—linear space and its or thogonal group 
Let d be a natural number at least 3 and let K be a field of characteristic 
0 or greater than d. 
D E F I N I T I O N . A d-linear space (V, 9) over K is called separable if V is 
a separable finitely dimensional commutative K— algebra and 9 is a scaled 
trace form of degree d, i.e. there exists an invertible a € V such that for any 
vi, • • • i Vd € V we have 
9(vx,... ,vd) = TrV/K(avl...vd), 
where T r V/K stands for the usual trace map V - f K. In the sequel we denote 
such a space by (V, < a >d). It is not difficult to check that (V, < ad >) is 
non-singular. 
R E M A R K . In fact the original definition of a separable d-linear space is 
different from that one given above. For the aim we want to get there is no 
need to recall it. Of course both definitions are equivalent and the interested 
reader can find it in [ H P , Section 3] . 
Because of the first theorem in the Introduction our main interest is ma­
inly concentrated on indecomposable separable spaces. 
T H E O R E M 1.1 ( [ H P , L E M M A T A 3 . 1 0 A N D 3 . 1 1 ] ) . The separable space 
(V, < a >d) (over K) is indecomposable if and only if V is a separable 
field extension of K. 
The proof of the above Theorem bases on the fact that a separable finitely 
dimensional commutative K—algebra is a product of separable field exten­
sions of K and that the product corresponds to the orthogonal product of 
d— linear spaces. 
Since we think about the description of the group Aut K(L, < a >d) for a 
separable field extension L of the field i f , it is natural to ask about a single 
isometry of (L, < a ><*). The answer one can find in the literature. 
T H E O R E M 1.2 ( [ H P , T H . 3 . 1 2 ; W 2 , T w . 3 . 1 . 5 ] ) . Assume that the 
space ( i , < Q >d) is indecomposable. If f is an isometry of (L , < a >d), 
then there exists an element <p of the Galois group G(L/K) and aC.L*, 
a ^ O such that f = / ( l ) ^ ana" y ( « ) = a a < i -
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For an indecomposable space (L, < a >d) consider the following map 
e : A u t K ( L , < a >d) —• G(L/K), e(f) := / ( l ) " 1 / -
By Theorem 1.2 the map e is well denned and 
im e C Ga,d(L/K) := {<p G G(L/K) : \ / v>(a) = aad). 
In fact we have im e = Ga<d(L/K), because it is a routine matter to check 
that if the isomorphism <p satisfies (p(a) = aad, then the scaled map / := a<p 
is an isometry such that e(f) = <p. 
Now suppose / G kere. Then / must be a scalar map: f(x) = f(l)x, for 
any x £ L. Since 
T r L / x ( a l ^ _ l ) = TTL/K{a/{!)-... •/(!)) 
«* ' d ' 
and the trace map T r L/K 1S non-degenerate, we have 
/ ( l ) G nd(L) :={xeL:xd = 1}. 
Thus we can define another map 
i:fid(L)—• A u t t f ( I , < ot >d), i(e):=m£, 
where me(x) = ex, for x G L. 
In the consequence we have got the following. 
T H E O R E M 1.3. The sequence 
(*) 1 —> nd{L) A Au t j f ( I , < a >„) G a , d ( L / t f ) — • 1 
is exact. 
R E M A R K 1.4. For any <p G G a ^ L / i f ) let a ,^ G I * be such that 
<p(a) = a a £ . Of course, an element av is uniquely defined modulo nd{L). 
By Theorem 1.3 any element / of the orthogonal group A u t # ( L , < ot >d) 
has the following form 
/ = me o mar o (p, for e G ^ d ( L ) , <p G G a , d ( i / i i : ) , 
7 - Annales., 
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whereas the action in A u t # (Z,, < a >d) is as follows 
( m 6 o mar o <p) o ( m € o m a , orp) = m€^ o ma^a^ o ^ o ^ . 
2. C L E - g r o u p s as or thogonal groups 
On the one hand it follows from the relations (•) defining CLB-group 
that the element e is central and the group G S j i is a central extension of 
by Z | + < , whereas on the other hand the sequence (4) shows that 
the orthogonal group A u t K ( L , < a >d) is a group extension of fid(L) by 
Ga,d(L/K). Looking for the realization of a CLE-group as an orthogonal 
group Aut#(Z/, < a >d) we choose the field L as a multiquadratic extension 
of K with fj,d(L) = {1, - ! } • The last equality enforces d to be even. Then 
the isometry m _ i is a central involution in Au t# ( .Ł , < a >d)- The Galois 
group G(L/K) is an elementary 2-group. For if £ G(L/K) denote by N ^ , 
the standard norm map L —> N ¥ , (x) := x<p(x). If (p € Ga>d(L/'K), 
then ( N v ( a v ) ) d = 1, that is, N v ( a v ) <E {1, - 1 } . 
In the sequel we assume K = Q and d > 2 is an even number. Let 
, bn, c i , . . . , cm be natural numbers linearly independent modulo Q ' 2 
and let 
Li = Q(\AT, • • • , Vh), L2 = Q ( V c T , . . - , V / ^ D -
Then 
L i n L 2 = Q, M ^ i ) = Md(^2) = Hd(LiL2) = {1, -1} 
and 
G C V Q ^ Z ? , G(L2/K) = Z™, G ^ L j ^ ^ Z ^ . 
T H E O R E M 2.1. Assume d,Li,L2 are as above and ctj e L*, are such 
that Gai4(Li/Q) = G(Li/Q), i = 1,2. T/ien 
(1) G ^ ^ L j / Q ) = G ( L ! L 2 / Q ) , 
(2) A u t Q ( L i L 2 , < on<x2 >d) = A u t ( j ( L i , < cti > d ) x A u t Q ( L 2 , < a 2 > d ) . 
P R O O F . Let * : G(Li /Q) x G ( L 2 / Q ) —¥ G(LiL2/Q) be a group isomor­
phism such that $(ipi, <p2)\L, = <fiu i = 1,2. If v = *(¥>i> ^2) € G(£i£2/Q)> 
then ^ ( a i a 2 ) = axa2{aVlaVi)d. It proves (1). 
Now consider the map 
* : A u t Q ( L i , < a i ><*) x A u t Q ( L 2 , < a2 >d) —> A u t ( j ( I i I 2 , < aia2 >d), 
¥ ( m £ l oman o<pume,oman o <p2) := m^orria^ o$(<pu<p2). 
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One can check that ^ is a group epimorphism with ker * =< (m_i , ra_i) > 
as required. • 
Decomposition Theorem and Theorem 2.1 show that the realization of the 
CLE-groups C , K , Q and D as orthogonal groups is the main step towards 
the realization of any CLE-group as an orthogonal group. 
Rea l i za t ion of C and K . Let L = Q(v^) . where b > 1 is a square-free 
natural number. Let a be a non-trivial element of the Galois group G ( L / Q ) . 
Suppose a,aa £ L* are such that o(a) = aa* (a little bit further we 
shall examine the existence of such elements). As we have observed ta :— 
^trM € i 1 ) B y Remark 1.4 
A u t Q ( L , < a >d) = { m i , m _ i , m 0 i o a, m _ 0 o o a} 
and (m± a i i o a)2 = m e > . Thus A u t Q ( I , < a >d) is cyclic when ea = - 1 and 
the Klein 4-group when ta = 1. 
T H E O R E M 2.2. Under the notation fixed above we have the following: 
(1) For any square-free natural number b > 1 there exists a e L* 
such that GQjd(L/Q) = G(L/Q) and Au tQ(L , < a >d) is the 
Klein Ą-group. 
(2) There exists a £ L* such that G „ , d ( L / Q ) = G(L/Q) and the 
group Aut((j(L, < a >d) is cyclic if and only if b is a sum of two 
squares of rational numbers. 
P R O O F . Since N„{X + YVb) = X2-bY2, first of all we should solve over 
Q the equation 
(0) X2 - bY2 = ea 
to get aa = X + Yy/b with Na(aa) = e„ £ {1, - 1 } . If ec = 1, then the 
equation (<0>) is solvable for any b. If ea — - 1 , then (<)) is solvable if and 
only if 6 is a sum of two squares. To finish the proof it suffices to notice that 
for 
1 
we have a (a) = aa*, that is, Ga,d{L/Q) = G ( L / Q ) . • 
7* 
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Real iza t ion of D and Q . Let L = Q(y/bi, \fb~l), where b\ and 62 are 
square-free natural numbers > 1 independent modulo Q* 2 . Let <pi,<f2 be 
generaters of G ( L / Q ) such that for i, j = 1,2 we have 
w(v^) = (-i)**V^J. 
Suppose a, a i ,a2 G L* are such that <pi(a) — aaf (the existence of such 
elements will be discussed a little bit further). Then for <p$ := (fi o <p2 we 
have 
ip3(a) = a(a2ip2(ai))d = a>(ai<p1(a2))d. 
It follows that 02^2(01) = £1201^1(^2), f ° r some e i 2 G {1 , -1} . If we 
abbreviate N * for N V i , then ei := N i ( a i ) , c 2 := N 2 ( a 2 ) G {1 , -1} . Put 
a 3 := a2ip2(ai). By easy computation we get ^ ( 0 3 ) = eie2€i2. By Remark 
1.4 
A u t Q ( L , < a >d) = {mi, m _ i } U {ma> o (pi,m-a, 0 <fi '• i = 1,2, 3} 
and (m±at o a)2 = m £ i . Thus 
A u t Q ( L , <a>d)^Q £1 = e2 = ei2 - - 1 , 
A u t Q ( L , < a >d) = D c 1 2 = - 1 A (ci = 1 V c 2 = 1)-
Before we start discussing the relation among bi, b2 and the structure of 
A u t Q ( L , < a >d) notice that for a\, a 2 G £* and €1, e2, e i 2 G {1, -1} satis­
fying 
(<?) 
it suffices to define 
to get 
{ N 1 ( a 1 ) = e1 
N 2 ( a 2 ) = €2 
«2¥>2(ai) = e i 2 a i V i ( a 2 ) 
a := 
ad + ad + {ai<pi(a2)y 
G«,d{L/Q) = G(L/Q). 
Thus the only thing left is finding sufficient conditions for bi, b2 that 
guarantee existence of a solution 
ai = Xi + X2 y/bi + X3 + X4 y/bib2, 
a2 = Y1 + Yiy/h+Y3y/h + Y4 y/hb~2 
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of (9). Taking into account the definition of N i , N 2 , <pi, <p2 and putting 
ei2 = - 1 we can rewrite (9) equivalently in the following way: 
(•) 
f (1) x
2 - hxl + b2xi - hb2X\= 
(2) X\X3 — b\X2X±= 0 
(3) *2 
(4) Y,Y2 - b2Y3YA= 0 
(5) XiYi - bx\>2XiYA= 0 
(6) X2Y\ — b2X3,Yi= 0 
(7) X%Y3 — b\XąY2= 0 
1(8) X2Y3 — X3Y2= 0 
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . Keep the notation fixed above and suppose that b2 is 
a sum of two squares. Then 
(1) If the quadratic form < l,b2 > represents bi, then there exists 
a<EL* such that G a , d ( L / Q ) = G ( L / Q ) and A u t Q ( £ , < a > d) = Q . 
(2) If the quadratic form < 1, -b2 > represents then there exists 
aeL* such that Ga<d(L/Q) = G(L/Q) and A u t Q ( L , < a > d ) = D . 
P R O O F . As we have noticed the structure of the orthogonal group depends 
on the solvability of the system of quadratic equation (•). Suppose that b2 
is a sum of two squares. We are looking for a solution of (•) of the following 
form: Xx = XA = 0, X2 = kX3, Y2 = kY3, Yx = k^b^, where k € Q* 
will be properly chosen below. To find the indeterminates X3, Y3 and Y 4 one 
should solve the following system of equations: 
(b2 - k2h)Xl = 6! 
6 2 (6 2 - A ^ X A ; - ^ ) 2 + (k% - b2)Yi = e2 
Solvability of the last system of equations is equivalent to the fact that 
(a) k2bi -b2 € - e i Q * 2 and (b) the quadratic form < 1, —b2 > represents 
-eie2. Notice that for ei = e2 = - 1 (the case of Q) as well as for ei = e2 = 1 
(the case of D) the condition (b) holds, because b2 is a sum of two squares. 
Suppose the quadratic form < 1, b2 > represents 6j, that is, 6X = A 2 + B2b\. 
Then for k = B~l we have k2h-b2 = (AB~1)2 G Q* 2 . Thus (a) for ci = - 1 
holds. The proof of the statement (1) is finished. In the same way one can 
finish the proof of (2). • 
R E M A R K 2 . 4 . Notice that the condition which appeared in Theorem 2.3 (1) 
holds for example for b2 = 17 and 61 = 3 3 . Since every binary quadratic 
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form over Q represents infinitely many elements modulo <Q>*2, for any na­
tural numbers c\,... , cn independent modulo Q* 2 one can find square-free 
natural numbers b\ and b2 such that b2 is a sum of two squares, the qua­
dratic form < 1, —b2 > represents —bi and c i , . . . , cn, blt b2 are independent 
modulo Q* 2 . 
Rea l i za t ion o f any C L E - g r o u p 
T H E O R E M 2 .5 . / / G is any CLE-group different from Go,o, then there 
exists a multiquadratic extension I C R of Q and a € L* such that 
A u t Q ( L , < a >d) £ G. 
P R O O F . Let K = Q(V5), L = Q(y/§) and M = Q(VT7, V§3) . Then by 
Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 there exist a € K, P £ L and j £ M such 
that 
AutQ(ff , < a >d) =• K , A u t Q ( L , < j9 > d ) S C , A u t Q ( M , < 7 >d) =* Q. 
B y Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4 we can choose square-free natural num­
bers 
611,621,... ,bu,b2i and ak £ Lk := Q(y/b^, V^ik), * = 1, such 
that 
AutQ(X f c , < Oik >d) = D 
and 2,5,17,33, bn, 6 2 i , • • • , hi, b2i are independent modulo Q* 2 . Then by 
Theorem 2.1 
A u t Q ( L i . . .Li: < « i . . .an >d) = D i 
A u t Q ( M L x ...Li,< fax.. .a,- > d ) =" D ' Q 
A u t Q ^ M L i . . .Li, < ay®! ...a{ >d) £ D ! Q K 
A u t Q ( L L i . . .Lu < 0ai.. .an >d) =" D ^ C . 
Decomposition Theorem for CLE-groups finishes the proof. • 
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